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I døsen, på tærsklen mellem den vågne tilstand og søvnen, bliver 
tiden elastisk. Tanker og indtryk flyder frit, forgrener sig i associa-
tive spring og forbindelser som lysglimt af mening, der undviger 
fornuftens vanlige slutninger i bevidsthedens tusmørkezone. En til-
svarende let drømmende grundtone løber gennem Jan S. Hansens 
praksis, hvor forskellige medier, materialer og værkkomponenter 
stykkes sammen til flertydige allegorier over den menneskelige 
civilisation. I en form for intuitivt antropologisk studie anlægger 
kunstneren forskellige blikke på, hvordan vi formes, agerer og  
udvikler os som individer og samfund i et krydsfelt mellem natur, 
kultur og teknologi. 

På soloudstillingen Populus forfølger Jan S. Hansen dette spor 
og præsenterer en række nye værker, der spænder over maleri, 
stentøjsfigurer, skulpturelle objekter og mindre installationer. Som 
små tableauer eller observationspunkter udgør værkerne absurde 
opstillinger, gøremål og situationer, i hvilke basale nødvendig-
heder som redskaber, beklædning og føde kobles til tilværelsens 
mere åndelige dimensioner, der på surreel vis opbløder virkelig-
heden og udstillingsrummets faste konturer. Et sted er en hvid 
skikkelse ved at synke ind i væggen, andetsteds vibrerer en metal-
kube i et haveskur, og på et stuebord synes en bunke bestik at 
være suspenderet i et kraftfelt, der sætter de fysiske naturlove ud 
af spil. Således sitrende bevæger værkerne sig mellem indre og 
ydre forhold og tilstande i en billedlig sammensvejsning af duali-
stiske modsætninger og deres traditionelle kløvninger af verden. 

Interessen for at gribe bag om menneskeskabte polariteter udspil-
ler sig på materialeplan i Jan S. Hansens karakteristiske sammen-
stillinger af det køligt industrielle og det taktilt håndværkspræ-
gede. Overfor udstillingens repertoire af metalliske readymades 
giver en serie monokrome malerier et stofligt og abstrakt modspil. 
Holdt i støvede brungrå nuancer, der snarere virker suget ud af 
end påført lærredet, består malerierne af minimale kompositioner 
bygget op af kejtede syninger og broderier samt firkanter i tekstil, 
som på collagevis er klippet ud og klistret på billedfladen. Med 
antydninger af horisontlinjer, arkitektoniske former og organiske 
vækster har motiverne karakter af landskaber eller en art opteg-
nelser, der i lighed med de forhistoriske hulemalerier måske tjener 
en rituel eller praktisk funktion, men som for os forbliver en gåde.

Som en opdateret version af Klunkehjemmet udgør værkerne til-
sammen et syntetisk hverdagsmiljø, der anlægger et både fremad- 
og tilbageskuende blik på vores levevis samt behov og evner for 
at tilpasse os nye forhold, men samtidig bevare en forbindelse 
til noget oprindeligt. Med sit undersøgende perspektiv ansporer 
udstillingen dog også til en refleksion over, hvor vi aktuelt er på 
vej hen; hvad vi vælger at tage med i vores kollektive baggage af 
normer, vaner og værdier, og hvad vi lader tilbage. For som en kuf-
fert fuld af knuste spejle påminder om, brydes hver tidsalder med 
flere opfattelser af verden. 

Jan S. Hansen (f. 1980) er uddannet fra Det Kgl. Danske Kunstakademi i 2010. Han var en del 
af det kunstnerdrevne udstillingssted IMO frem til 2014 og har flere solo- og gruppeudstillinger 
bag sig i både ind- og udland, heriblandt på Huset for Kunst og Design, Holstebro; Galleri Jacob 
Bjørn, Aarhus; Kunsthal 44Møen, Askeby; IMO, København; On Stellar Rays, New York; Kunsthal 
Charlottenborg, København. Senest har han udstillet på Marie Kirkegaard Gallery i København.

For yderligere information om udstillinger og events se overgaden.org og vores Facebookside.
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As we drowse on the threshold between being awake and sleep, 
time becomes elastic. Thoughts and impressions flow freely, branch-
ing out in associative leaps and connections, like flashes of meaning 
that evade the usual deductions of reason in a twilight zone of con-
sciousness. A similar dreamlike keynote resounds throughout Jan S. 
Hansen’s art practice, in which different media, materials and work 
components are pieced together to form ambiguous allegories of 
human civilisation. In a form of intuitive anthropological study, the 
artist establishes different views of how we are formed, behave and 
develop as individuals and as a society at the intersection of nature, 
culture and technology.  

In the solo exhibition Populus Jan S. Hansen pursues this trajectory 
in a series of new works that include paintings, stoneware figures, 
sculptural objects, and small-scale installations. As tableaux or points 
of observation, the works constitute absurd assemblies, activities 
and situations in which basic necessities like tools, clothing and food 
are connected to the more spiritual dimensions of existence, soften-
ing the contours of reality and the exhibition space in a surreal way. 
In one place a white figure is about to sink into the wall, elsewhere a 
metal cube vibrates in a garden shed, and a pile of cutlery on a coffee 
table appears to be suspended in a force field eliminating the physi-
cal laws of nature. The works thus shift between interior and exterior 
states and conditions in a visual welding of dualistic opposites and 
their traditional division of the world. 

This interest in going beyond man-made polarities plays out at a mate-
rial level in Jan S. Hansen’s characteristic juxtaposition of the sterilely 
industrial and the tactilely crafted. A series of monochrome paint-
ings provides an abstract yet sensuous counterpoint to the exhibi-
tion’s repertoire of metallic readymades. In shades of dusty brownish 
grey that appear more sucked out of than applied to the canvas, the 
paintings are minimalist compositions made of clumsy seams and 
embroidery, as well as collage-like textile squares cut out and glued to 
their surface. Suggestive of horizons, architectural forms and organic 
growth, the paintings have the character of landscapes or annotations 
like those of prehistoric cave paintings, which might serve some ritu-
alised or practical purpose, but remain a riddle to the viewer.  

Like an updated version of a domestic interior at a museum, the works 
constitute a synthetic everyday environment, presenting a simulta-
neously forward-looking and retrospective view of our way of life, as 
well as our need and ability to adapt to new conditions whilst retain-
ing a connection to some sense of origins. But with its exploratory 
perspective the exhibition also encourages us to reflect on where 
we are heading; what we choose to take with us in our collective 
baggage of norms, habits and values, and what we choose to leave 
behind. For as the suitcase of broken mirrors in the exhibition reminds 
us, each era is refracted by multiple perceptions of the world.

Jan S. Hansen (b. 1980) graduated from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts in 2010. He was part 
of the artist-run exhibition space IMO until 2014, and has participated in solo and group exhibitions 
in both Denmark and abroad at Huset for Kunst og Design, Holstebro; Galleri Jacob Bjørn, Aarhus; 
Kunsthal 44Møen, Askeby; IMO, Copenhagen; On Stellar Rays, New York, and Kunsthal Charlottenborg, 
Copenhagen. His most recent exhibition was at Marie Kirkegaard Gallery in Copenhagen.

Read more about exhibitions and events at overgaden.org and on our Facebook page.
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When Futures Present the Past

By Kasper Opstrup

CV
Jan S. Hansen (b. 1980) graduated from the Royal Danish Academy 
of Fine Arts in 2010. He was part of the artist-run exhibition space 
IMO until 2014, and has participated in solo and group exhibitions 
in both Denmark and abroad at Huset for Kunst og Design, 
Holstebro; Galleri Jacob Bjørn, Aarhus; Kunsthal 44Møen, Askeby; 
IMO, Copenhagen; On Stellar Rays, New York, and Kunsthal 
Charlottenborg, Copenhagen. His most recent exhibition was at 
Marie Kirkegaard Gallery in Copenhagen.

EVENTS
Thursday 28 June 6-7pm
LECTURE
On occasion of the exhibition Overgaden has invited Finn Collin, 
Professor of Philosophy at the University of Copenhagen, who will 
talk about the Humanities as a scientific tradition and share his 
view on what role the sciences as well as concepts as ethics and 
moral play in society at large. The event will be in Danish.

Thursday 26 July 6-8pm
READING & CONCERT
This evening, the exhibition will set the scene for a reading by mu-
sician and poet Jonas Okholm who will recite previously published 
texts as well as excerpts from his forthcoming publication. Sub-
sequently, the electronic duo Collisional Piledriver will perform an 
improvised live concert that adds a soundscape to the exhibition. 
The event will be in Danish.

THANK YOU
Jan S. Hansen would like to thank Ane Trolle Lindquist, Helge, 
Peer K / Gadget Group, Jens and Jonas from Godsbanen, Sophie 
Krøll, Toke Flyvholm, Markus von Platen, Jonas Okholm, Kasper 
Opstrup, Christian Vindelev, Simon Rasmussen, Ulrik Bebe, Frank 
Jensen, Anna Borg, Michael Schultz, Kvisten, Finn Collin, and 
Overgaden.

This exhibition folder can be downloaded from: overgaden.org

The exhibition is supported by:

Overgaden is supported by the Danish Arts Foundation and the Obel Family Foundation
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Populus. Not a flowering plant with a large genetic 
diversity, but full of people. Like the genus of plants, 
people as genus are a homogenous concept. By being 
in this world they become singular and heterogeneous, 
divided by the separation from that state of homogene-
ity vibrating underneath our lives before birth and after 
death. All of a sudden there are too many definitions 
of people in the world. When faced with this appar-
ent chaos, the human brain automatically responds 
with pattern recognition. The brain strives for a kind of 
understanding even when something cannot be under-
stood. It acknowledges failures as signs and symbols 
of our limitations. 
 
This inherent need to map some kind of order out of 
chaos, and the ability of the brain to perceive links 
between things, which rationally are not linked to each 
other, ties into Jung’s idea of synchronicities, but also 
to concepts such as pareidolia; the type of recognition 
where one perceives a face in the clouds or fractured 
landscapes in abstract embroidery. Pareidolia was one 
of the favourite methods of the surrealist group, related 
to automatic drawing and its incorporation of chance 
into art. It is this drive towards generating stories out of 
fragments – narrative openings without endings, where 
the only limit is the limit of the visionary power of the 
human imagination – and its relation to art’s attempt 
to create a new myth, bonding people together in  
their heterogeneity, that shall be explored in what is 
to come.

Surrealism can be seen as the major 20th century 
expression of symbolism. Both movements have always 
produced a great deal of unease due to their insistence 
on fictioning. The symbolists wanted to create new 
narratives through jumbles of associations, where con-
nections would reveal themselves through non-linear 
jumps instead of causal scientific thinking. This became 
a way to open not only possibilities for the imagining of 
alternative futures, but also relates back to past prac-
tices of magic and altered states of consciousness, 
thus becoming ‘other’ to the dominant myths of moder-
nity. The influence of symbolism on the imagination 
equals the casting of a spell. Modernity equalled for the 
German sociologist Max Weber what he called “the dis-
enchantment of the world”. This describes an inevitable 
and irreversible process during which rationalisation 
and capitalist systems become increasingly dominant. 
By detaching art from religion, it turned art into a sphere 
that could begin to compete with the declining religi- 
osity. For many symbolists who wanted to transform 
past failures into a space of wonder, the aesthetic expe-
rience became equivalent with the mystical encounter 
of the transcendental.

The possibility of using art not only as a kind of fic-
tioning, but also a form of religioning – more interested 
in forming spirituality than in expressing it – turned 
many artists towards exploring inner instead of outer 
space. They hoped to find a way to revitalise the latter 
in a transformative way. This turn is visible from sym-
bolism and surrealism up through the 1960s when a 
general interest arose in creating a new mythology for 
the space age and onwards until our contemporary 
occultural and artistic scenes. The way to inner space 
leads through the creation of new states of mind as 
well as the construction of fresh symbols and language 
when the old cease to be valid. As such, the conjoining 
of futures and fictions is not only a political project 
that stems from long histories of forms of violence. It 
is also a return of magical thinking through which we 
switch equations for associations and use analogic 
instead of aristotelian logic. This does not mean that 
it is just a whimsical flight of fancy, rather that it might 
be perceived as a protest in the form of an invisible 
insurrection; a startling rupture that makes space for 
the new, but is more connected to self-transformation 
and hidden correspondences than to any party pro-
gramme or event.
 
It is a speculative approach. It is built on failure, and 
it is fundamentally surreal. Its basic technique is to 
juxtapose heterogeneous elements to see what hap-
pens in order to make it happen. It is in this encounter 
and exchange between communicating vessels that 
the new can reveal itself. It further involves a certain 
manipulation of the real or, at least, the exploration of 
perceptions outside the consensual. By this, it chal-
lenges knowledge forms. Is it really possible to walk 
through walls? If we are being controlled by narra-
tives, images and stories, we also have the power 
to escape control through cutting these stories and 
images up and reassemble them in another way to 
tell another story. This type of thought form becomes 
a concept that is recognisable through the practice of 
its technique, another type of sensation based on the 
internal regions of memory and desire in which the 
external world can be transformed and made anew 
by the human imagination. Its weapon is the power of 
myth and image. If nothing else, it acknowledges that 
our search for understanding worlds beyond our own 
cannot always be found in science or religion. It points 
to an alternative path for an exploration of the numi-
nous and a more speculative, ecological consciousness 
where the human is not at the centre of the universe. 
Instead of depicting the old world of failures, it is mak-
ing a new world of potentiality.

The danger today seems to lie in how there is no jolt 

out of the dream-state of state-produced fictions and 
hallucinations. Myths, fictions, discourses are powerful 
means of social control but they are also strategies for 
overturning the grip of authority. This raises central 
questions of how control – another word for how fiction 
is used by the state – basically conditions us and pro-
pels us to act in a given way which is already scripted; 
but also how both the individual and the group are 
capable of reclaiming a sense of agency, and are thus 
not just clay figures shaped and organised from above. 
Control operates through a sort of viral image politics. 
As the German philosopher Ernst Cassirer has pointed 
out, myth is an expression of feelings in the shape of 
an image. Therein lies its mobilising and revitalising 
power. It is an image that due to its symbolic form, 
like art and poetry, can create connections between all 
aspects of life and which is able to unite our feelings 
and rouse us from slumber.
 
Even though they are images, fuelled by a kind of 
dramatic simplicity as known from French anarcho- 
syndicalist Georges Sorel’s ‘social myth’ – envisioned 
as a way of acting upon the present to transform it in a 
manner that breaks with the past but is also free of any 
aspirations regarding future social organisation – myths 
are not lies. They are imaginative patterns, networks 
of powerful symbols that suggest particular ways of 
interpreting and give meaning to the world. The Brit-
ish philosopher Mary Midgley has explored how such 
symbolism is an integral part of our thought structure. 
She finds that the ways we imagine the world deter-
mine what we think is important in it. It is the structure 
from which we select information and facts from the 
constant barrage of fake news and vested interests 
we are presented with through online existence. The 
myths we construct or accept are thus patterns that 
shape the mental maps we refer to when we want 
to place something. Metaphorical concepts become 
the matrix of thought, the background that shape our 
mental habits and provide the tools with which we 
organise the mass of incoming data.

Linear time and empirical testimony have failed to ade-
quately address the chronic political and social cri-
ses from the long 20th century. Art and visual culture 
have the capacity to draw our attention to non-linear 
conceptions of time and inspire our theorisation of 
futurity as alternative space-times by collapsing the 
supposedly distinct categories of past, present and 
future. Already the surrealists experimented with how 
random interruptions and provoked accidents could 
alter memory and thus give us the opportunity to not 
only invoke other futures, but also rewrite the past. 
This is how the future presents the past presenting 

the future. If we want to survive these crises we must 
find new ways to inhabit space and time. One such way 
is integrating the thought forms of magic and science 
uniting the opposites of analogic vs. aristotelian logic 
while maintaining both poles. Here, artistic practises 
that engage with how the production of myths shapes 
who we are can play a role. This is not only fictioning, 
it is also a form of religioning – and here I am thinking 
about religion in its etymological sense as that which 
binds people together, in short, social glue. It always 
occupies two terrains at the same time.
 
Art practices can represent these other future fictions. 
They also involve the presentation of them in the here 
and now as possible ways of thinking and acting. It is 
this aspect of art’s world-making potential that I have 
wanted to highlight in this text: art strategies that pro-
pose different forms of being in the world by disrupt-
ing familiar lines of association and reassembling new 
worlds, as visible, for example, in practices of sam-
pling, collage, montage or the cut-up. This process of 
taking things apart and recombining them whilst not 
knowing or understanding what the gesture produces 
is constantly generative. By opening alternative routes 
from the past to the future, independent from the ones 
narrated by control, fictioning is a gesture that conceals 
as much as it reveals while being intent on suspend-
ing the laws of nature and causality. It challenges con-
sensual reality like the everyday experience of eating 
microwaved pine martens while the cutlery levitates in 
non-Euclidian forms. By offering us a new platform for 
dreaming, it also challenges dominant regimes of sub-
jectivity. It creates forms of unpredictability that arrives 
at a collective potentiality. Myths and fictions are part of 
the ways we orientate ourselves in the world. Therefore, 
they need our attention. Dramatic simplicity is one of 
their chief attractions, but it is also their chronic weak-
ness. Reality is always complex and chaotic. 

Kasper Opstrup is a writer and researcher.
 


